Declaration of Independence

1773 $ happy $ 1776 Bye Felica!

political differences
list of grievances taxes list of grievances ignored

Signed by delegates on July 5th

Tommy J. Bell F. John A.

and these guys that no one remembers
Contents

Purpose: Declaring the colonies separate from England and outlining the guidelines for declaring Independence.

1. Intro — 1st sentence... but whoa nelly a long one.
   - doesn't god say it's needed
   - it can happen

2. Preamble — if this happens, then you can rebel
   - if it doesn't happen again
gov. serves the people
   - if it does, the people can "fire" them

3. List o' Grievances: King George Sux
   - no rep.
   - secret meetings
   - no judicial system
   - military action
   - lack of protection
   - taxes

4. Conclusion
   - formal
   - we free now you!